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Abstract We present the prospects of detecting quantum
entanglement and the violation of Bell inequalities in t t̄
events at the LHC. We introduce a unique set of observ-
ables suitable for both measurements, and then perform the
corresponding analyses using simulated events in the dilep-
ton final state, reconstructing up to the unfolded level. We
find that entanglement can be established at better than 5σ

both at threshold as well as at high pT already in the LHC
Run 2 dataset. On the other hand, only very high-pT events
are sensitive to a violation of Bell inequalities, making it
significantly harder to observe experimentally. By employ-
ing a sensitive and robust observable, two different unfold-
ing methods and independent statistical approaches, we con-
clude that, at variance with previous estimates, testing Bell
inequalities will be challenging even in the high luminosity
LHC run.

1 Introduction

Quantum Mechanics (QM) predicts that when an entangled
pair of particles is created, the two–particle wavefunction
retains a non–separable character when they are set apart. In
particular, correlations on experimental measurements arise
even when the observations are space-like separated. Were
QM the emergent explanation of an underlying classical the-
ory, the causal structure imposed by relativity would be vio-
lated. The issue can also be solved by postulating QM is
incomplete, and additional hidden degrees of freedom exist.
Ultimately, whether or not reality is described by QM is mat-
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ter of experiment. In 1964, Bell proved [1] classical theories
obey correlation limits, i.e., Bell Inequalities (BIs), that QM
can violate. In the last decades, several experiments have
been performed and all results so far agree with QM predic-
tions. Recently, prospects of using hadron colliders to test
BIs at unprecedented scales of order of a TeV have emerged
[2–5]. In this article, we study the perspectives of experi-
mentally observing entanglement as well as the violation of
BIs using spin correlations in t t̄ pairs produced in proton–
proton collisions at the LHC, as first suggested in [2] and
[3], respectively. We improve on previous studies in sev-
eral aspects. First, we introduce a single set of observables
that allow to measure entanglement as well as to assess BIs
violation. Second, we perform an event simulation up to
(fast) detector level, fully reconstruct the final states and then
determine the quantum observables after unfolding detector
effects. We show that our approach is robust under improved
physics simulations, such as off-shell and high-order QCD
effects, as well as under different choices in the reconstruc-
tion procedure. Finally, we carefully examine the stability
of the results against the unfolding procedure. Our analysis
confirms the expectations of Ref. [2] on measuring the entan-
glement at the LHC already with Run II data, while we find
very challenging to convincingly prove BIs violation even in
the high-luminosity phase of the LHC. The paper is organ-
ised as follows. We briefly present the general framework of
bipartite spin systems in Sect. 2 and the basic physics fea-
tures of top quark pair production in Sect. 3. In Sects. 4 and
5 we introduce the quantum observables and, in the case of
BIs violation, compare their sensitivity with other propos-
als. In Sect. 6 we present the details of the data simulation
and analysis. Our final results are presented in Sect. 7, while
a discussion of the possible loopholes of the Bell experi-
ment are collected in Sect. 8. We draw our conclusions in
Sect. 9.
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2 Entanglement and Bell inequalities

The state of a system composed of two subsystems A and B
is separable if its density matrix ρ can be written as:

ρ =
n∑

k=1

pk ρk
A ⊗ ρk

B , (1)

where ρk
A and ρk

B are quantum states for A and B, and the
coefficients pk are non-negative and add to one. The density
matrix in Eq. (1) represents a system with classical proba-
bility pk of being in the state ρk

A ⊗ ρk
B . The state is entan-

gled when it is not separable. Entanglement is a property
of a system described in the framework of QM. A different
question is whether measurements on a given system can
violate BIs. These can be conveniently phrased in terms of
Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt (CHSH) inequality [6]
which states that measurements a, a′ and b, b′ on subsystems
A and B, respectively (with absolute value ≤ 1) classically
must satisfy:

∣∣〈ab〉 − 〈ab′〉 + 〈a′b〉 + 〈a′b′〉∣∣ ≤ 2. (2)

A particularly simple example is provided by two particles
with non-zero spin. In this case, the measurements entering
the CHSH inequality are their spin projections along four
axes, â, â′ for particle A, and b̂, b̂′ for particle B. This cor-
responds to the situation which we will be considering in the
following.

In QM, entanglement is a necessary condition for violating
BIs. However, it is important to stress that in general, i.e., for
mixed states, the opposite is not true:

Entanglement ��⇒ Violation of BIs . (3)

A well-known example of states which can be entangled and
yet not violate BI’s are the so-called bipartite Werner states
[7]. Let us consider a two spin- 1

2 particle system, whose state
is described by the simple density matrix:

ρ = 1

4

(
1 ⊗ 1 +

3∑

i=1

Cii σi ⊗ σi
)
, |Cii | < 1 . (4)

This state gives already a (very good) approximation of the
pattern of spin correlations in a t t̄ system at the LHC and
displays the features that will be important later.

The specific case where Cxx = Cyy = Czz = −η

with 0 < η < 1 corresponds to the singlet Werner state,
while Cxx = Cyy = −Czz = η and cyclic permuta-
tions correspond to a triplet of Werner states (with fidelity
F = 3η+1

4 ). It is known that for Werner states, η > 1/3

Fig. 1 Regions of {C11,C22,C33} phase space where the density
matrix ρ in Eq. (4) is entangled, and where the CHSH inequality is
violated, divided into triplet and singlet. Regions where ρ is not posi-
tive definite are not shown

implies entanglement, while the CHSH inequality is violated
when η >

√
2/2.1

More in general, one can identify the regions where the
state (4) is entangled, using a criterion such as the one pro-
posed in [8]. Independently, one can test whether directions
â, â′, b̂, b̂′ exist such that the CHSH inequality, Eq. (2), is
violated, using the theorem proven in [9]. The correspond-
ing disjoint regions are depicted in Fig. 1. Entanglement is
present in the four light-colored small tetrahedrons which are
inscribed in a large tetrahedron, while the CHSH inequality
is violated only in the dark-colored sub-regions of the small
tetrahedrons. The vertices of the large tetrahedron correspond
to pure singlet and triplet Bell states, which we also use to
identify the corresponding small tetrahedrons. The closer the
Cii ’s are to vertices of the large tetrahedron the larger amount
of spin correlations is present.

3 Top quark pairs at the LHC

Top quarks are unique candidates for high energy Bell
tests. This follows from three concurring facts. First, since
mt �

−2
QCD � �−1

t , top quarks decay semi-weakly before their
spin is randomised by chromomagnetic radiation. Second,
the leading top quark production mechanism at hadron col-
liders involves t t̄ pairs where top quarks are not polarised yet
their spins are highly (and not-trivially) correlated in differ-
ent areas of phase space. Third, thanks to left-handed nature

1 Werner states are usually expressed as mixtures of Bell states, |�±〉
and |�±〉. In particular, singlet and triplet Werner state correspond to
one-parameter families of states that in the high-fidelity limit F → 1
match pure singlet |�−〉 or (one of the three) triplet states |�+〉, |�−〉,
|�+〉, respectively.
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Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the decay of a top quark that ulti-
mately leads to the emission of a charged lepton, in the top rest frame

of the weak interactions, the charged lepton emerging from
the two-step decay t → Wb and W → 	ν turns out to be
100% correlated with the spin of the mother top quark, i.e.
the top quark differential width is given by:

1

�

d�

d cos ϕ
= 1 + α cos ϕ

2
, (5)

with the spin analyzing power α attaining the largest possible
values, i.e., ±1. We denote ϕ the angle between the top spin
and the direction of the emitted lepton in the top quark rest
frame, see Fig. 2. As a result, the lepton can be considered as
a proxy for the spin of the corresponding top quark and the
correlations between the leptons as a proxy for those between
the top quark spins.

Assuming no net polarisation is present,2 the density
matrix for the spin of a t t̄ pair can be written as:

ρ = 1

4

(
1 ⊗ 1 +

3∑

i, j=1

Ci j σi ⊗ σ j

)
. (6)

where the first term in the tensor product refers to the top and
the second term to the anti-top quark. TheCi j matrix encodes
spin correlations, and it is measurable. Note that Eq. (6),
which will be used in the following, is more general than the
simple density matrix in Eq. (4) considered in Sect. 2, since
C is allowed to have off-diagonal entries. However, since
in practice Ci j ≈ C ji , the C matrix can be made (almost)
diagonal with an appropriate choice of basis, thus reducing
the t t̄ system to Eq. (4). The differential cross section for
pp → t t̄ → 	+	−bb̄νν̄ can be expressed as [12]:

1

σ

dσ

dxi j
= Ci j xi j − 1

2
log

∣∣xi j
∣∣, (7)

where xi j ≡ cos θi cos θ̄ j , θi is the angle between the antilep-
ton momentum and the i-th axis in its parent top rest frame,

2 Strong t t̄ production does not lead to polarised top quarks, as parity
is conserved [10]. EW effects (and possibly also absorptive parts from
loops), on the other hand, can give rise to a net top quark polarisation.
However, they have been estimated to be very small [11], and therefore
are neglected here.

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of a pp → t t̄ event in the center of
mass frame, with the helicity basis {k̂, r̂ , n̂} drawn, together with the
scattering angle θ . The n̂ axis is into the page

and θ̄ j the angle between the lepton momentum and the j-th
axis in its parent anti-top rest frame. In particular, Eq. (7)
implies:

− 9〈xi j 〉 = Ci j , (8)

a relation that allows direct measurement of the C matrix.
Spin is measured fixing a suitable reference frame. An advan-
tageous choice is the helicity basis {k̂, r̂ , n̂},
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

k̂ = top direction

r̂ = p̂ − k̂ cos θ

sin θ

n̂ = k̂ × r̂ ,

(9)

where p̂ is the beam axis and θ is the top scattering angle in
the center of mass frame, see also Fig. 3. The helicity basis
is defined in terms of the top quark and also applies to the
antitop.3 Relevant reference frames are reached in a two step
process: a ẑ boost from the laboratory to the t t̄ center of mass
frame, then a k̂ boost to each top’s rest frame.

The amount and type of spin correlations strongly depend
on the production mechanism as well as the phase space
region (energy and angle) of the top quarks. Two comple-
mentary regimes are important: at threshold, i.e., when the
top quarks are slow in their rest frame, and when they are
ultra-relativistic. At threshold, gluon fusion gg → t t̄ leads
to an entangled spin-0 state while qq̄ → t t̄ to a spin-1 state.
The latter is subdominant at the LHC and acts as an irre-
ducible background [2].

4 Observation of entanglement

It can be shown [8] that the t t̄ spin density matrix in Eq. (6)
is separable (that is, not entangled) if and only if the partial
transpose (1 ⊗ T ) ρ, obtained by acting with the identity
on the first term of the tensor product and transposing the
second, is positive definite. As shown in [2], this implies that
∣∣C11 + C22

∣∣ − C33 > 1 (10)

3 We follow the sign convention of [2].
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is a sufficient condition for the presence of entanglement. It
generalises the Werner condition η > 1/3 to the case where
the Cii ’s are not equal. The inequality in Eq. (10) does not
depend on the basis, but we will use the helicity basis in
Eq. (9) in the following.

At t t̄ production threshold Ckk + Crr < 0, so inequality
of Eq. (10) reads:

− Ckk − Crr − Cnn > 1. (11)

The second regime corresponds to high transverse momen-
tum top quarks, i.e. when the system is characterised by
mtt̄ � mt and CMF scattering angle θ ∼ π

2 . In this case,
an entangled spin-1 state is produced as a consequence of
conservation of angular momentum regardless of production
channel. Since in this region Ckk + Crr > 0, inequality in
Eq. (10) is written as:

Ckk + Crr − Cnn > 1. (12)

5 Observation of a violation of the BIs

Spin correlations at threshold are strong enough to show
entanglement, yet not enough to allow the observation of
a violation of the BIs. In addition, as we will discuss in the
following, top quarks are moving slowly and their decays are
usually not causally disconnected. A violation of the BIs can,
however, be expected at largemtt̄ and θ � π/2. In this region
of the phase space mass effects are subdominant. Different
strategies to experimentally observe violations of BIs exist,
we present them in the following.

The CHSH inequality, Eq. (2), can be written in terms of
the Ci j matrix as:
∣∣∣∣∣∣

∑

i j

Ci j (aib j − aib
′
j + a′

i b j + a′
i b

′
j )

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 2. (13)

As shown in Refs. [9,13] the maximal value predicted by
QM in the CHSH inequality of Eq. (2) is:

max
a a′ b b′

∣∣∣∣∣∣

∑

i j

Ci j (aib j − aib
′
j +a′

i b j +a′
i b

′
j )

∣∣∣∣∣∣
=2

√
λ + λ′,

(14)

where λ and λ′ are the two largest eigenvalues of CTC . The
maximal value is obtained for the following choice of direc-
tions:

a = Cd, a′ = Cd ′, (15)

b = d cos ϕ + d ′ sin ϕ, b′ = −d cos ϕ + d ′ sin ϕ, (16)

where d and d ′ are eigenvectors of CTC corresponding to

the eigenvalues λ, λ′, and tan ϕ =
√

λ′
λ

.

Following Ref. [2] and Eqs. (15) and (16), it can be shown
that in the limitmtt̄ � mt and θ = π

2 , the axes (in the helicity
basis):

a = (0, 1, 0), a′ = (0, 0, 1),

b =
(

0, − 1√
2
,

1√
2

)
, b′ =

(
0,

1√
2
,

1√
2

)
, (17)

correspond to the optimal choice (up to NLO QCD correc-
tions. Adopting the axes in Eq. (17), the CHSH inequality in
Eq. (2) can then be cast in a particularly simple form:

√
2

∣∣ − Crr + Cnn
∣∣ ≤ 2, (18)

which, once again, generalises the CHSH condition derived
for Werner states. Note the k̂ axis does not appear in Eq. (18),
consistent with the physical argument that in a Bell exper-
iment the spin (helicity) of a massless particle is measured
on a plane perpendicular to its motion. A spin correlation
experiment in this regime is equivalent to the usual quantum
optics experiment with entangled photons, except for being
characterised by a 1012 times larger energy.

In general, the optimal choice of directions â, â′, b̂, b̂′
using Eqs. (15) and (16) can be evaluated for each point
in phase space, in terms of mtt̄ and θ . In this case, for each t t̄
event, one can determine the optimal choice of axes and eval-
uate Eq. (13). This strategy should, in principle, maximise
the effects of spin correlations. However, it also enhances the
effects of systematic uncertainties in the event reconstruction,
i.e., in the assignment of mtt̄ and θ .

As suggested in [3], following from the result in Eq. (14),
one can use:

λ + λ′ ≤ 1, (19)

as the CHSH inequality. This strategy entails a rather seri-
ous bias. Since each event is used to find the axes maximiz-
ing Eq. (2) and to evaluate Eq. (2) itself, this method auto-
matically selects upwards-shifting statistical fluctuations. In
other words, random fluctuations are more likely to drive
the eigenvalues of CTC in the positive direction rather than
in the negative one, and furthermore, when selecting the two
largest eigenvalues λ and λ′ one is more likely to pick the ones
that fluctuated up rather than those that fluctuated down. As
a result, the estimated value of λ + λ′ is on average larger
than the true value. The amount of bias present in λ + λ′ is a
notoriously difficult quantity to evaluate [14]. To overcome
the issue of correcting for the bias, one can use the observ-
able λ + λ′ in an hypothesis test as follows. First, the entries
Ci j are reconstructed from (simulated) data, producing the
matrix C . Then, the entries of C are smeared randomly many
times according to their uncertainties, and the resulting dis-
tribution of λ + λ′ is constructed. The same procedure is
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Fig. 4 Comparison between the conditions in Eqs. (18) and (22) in the
Crr − Cnn plane, in the region of interest for this analysis

applied to the “classical” correlation matrix

Cclassical =
⎛

⎜⎝

1√
2

0 0

0 1√
2

0

0 0 − 1√
2

⎞

⎟⎠ , (20)

which can be considered as the worst–case scenario to reject,
as it imitates the spin correlations we want to observe but has
λ + λ′ = 1. Then, the probability that upon smearing of
Cclassical one finds:

Med[λ + λ′] > (λ + λ′)classical (21)

is the significance for rejecting the “classical” hypothesis,
given the data.

We conclude this section with an observation regarding
Eq. (19). Assuming theCi j matrix is approximately diagonal,
and |Ckk | < |Crr |, |Ckk | < |Cnn|, which is satisfied in the
signal region, one obtains from (19):

λ + λ′ ≈ C2
rr + C2

nn ≤ 1 . (22)

Inequality (22) identifies a disk and looks different from
Eq. (18), which is linear. However, in the region where the
experimental measurement most likely lies, Crr and Cnn are
constrained to be 0.7 � Crr � 0.9, −0.8 � Cnn � −0.6
and the two conditions are essentially equivalent, see Fig. 4.
This shows that Eq. (18) is as a sensitive indicator for the
violation of BIs as the reference-frame independent bound
provided by Eq. (19).

6 Simulation and analysis

We generate events corresponding to proton–proton colli-
sions at

√
s = 13 TeV resulting in a 	− 	+ ν ν̄ b b̄ final state.

Leptons 	 only include electrons and muons, both in same
and different flavor combinations. Non–resonant, single res-
onant and double resonant top quark diagrams are summed,
as well as diagrams in which no top quarks exist, yet the
final state is two bottom quarks, two leptons, and two neutri-
nos. Events are generated using MadGraph5_aMC@NLO
[15] at Leading Order (LO) within the Standard Model. This
amounts to about 5000 diagrams summed. No kinematic cuts
are imposed except for a lower limit of 5 GeV on the invariant
mass of same flavor lepton pairs, to keep the γ ∗ → 	+	−
splitting infrared safe, and a 10 GeV lower limit for charged
leptons pT . The rate is normalised to an estimate of the exper-
imental cross section of pp → 	− 	+ ν ν̄ b b̄ obtained with
recent measurements [16]. Hard processes are showered and
hadronised using Pythia 8 [17]. Events are then passed to
the Delphes framework [18] for fast trigger, detector and
reconstruction simulation, using the setup of ATLAS detec-
tor at the LHC. In our simplified analysis, we only consider
irreducible backgrounds, consisting of contributions to the
	− 	+ ν ν̄ b b̄ final state without an intermediate t t̄ pair, or
with an intermediate t t̄ pair that does not decay into prompt
light leptons. These contributions become negligible when
the kinematics of two on-shell top quarks is correctly recon-
structed. Further sources of background include t t̄ V events,
diboson events, and misidentification of leptons. These back-
grounds are known to amount to a few percent of the total
[19] and are neglected. The same flavor channel also receives
a contamination from Z + jets events, whose number, after
cuts, is at the percent level [20], comparable with other back-
grounds already quoted. At the selection level, we require
the presence of at least two jets with pT > 25 GeV and
|η| < 2.5. At least one jet has to be b–tagged. If only one jet
has been b–tagged, we assume the second b-jet is the one not
b–tagged with the largest pT . We require exactly two leptons
of opposite charge, both with pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5.
Both leptons must pass an isolation requirement. In the e+e−
and μ+μ− channels, Z + jets processes are suppressed by
requiring pmiss

T > 40 GeV and 20 GeV < m	+	− < 76 GeV
or m	+	− > 106 GeV. Before reconstructing neutrinos, the
measured momenta of b quarks and the value of the miss-
ing energy are smeared according to the simulated distri-
bution of reconstructed values around true values. Neutri-
nos are then reconstructed solving for the kinematics of
t t̄ → 	− 	+ ν ν̄ b b̄. The solution is assigned a weight pro-
portional to the likelihood of producing a neutrino of the
given reconstructed energy in a pp → t t̄ → 	− 	+ ν ν̄ b b̄
at

√
s = 13 TeV in the SM. If many solutions exist for the

kinematics, the solution yielding the smallest mtt̄ is consid-
ered. The smearing on b quarks and pmiss is repeated 100
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Fig. 5 Selections in mtt̄ − θ space for the detection of entanglement

times. There is a twofold ambiguity in assigning b quarks
to jets, so reconstruction is performed twice for each event.
The assignment yielding the largest weight is chosen, and the
final pν and pν̄ are calculated as a weighted average. Further
details on the performance of our event reconstruction algo-
rithm can be found in [21]. The reconstructed distributions
of cos θi cos θ̄ j appearing in Eq. (7) are unfolded using the
iterative Bayesian method [22] implemented in the RooUn-
fold framework [23], and the final statistical uncertainty on
theCi j matrix is computed taking into account the bin-to-bin
correlations introduced by the unfolding process.

As a validation of our unfolding procedure, we have
repeated the unfolding varying the number of iterations (from
3 to 6) and the number of bins (from 6 to 12) and results are
found to be stable. The unfolding performance worsens when
the number of iterations is increased above ∼ 10, as expected,
since the iterative Bayesian method [22] reproduces the sim-
ple inversion of the response matrix without regularisation
for niterations → ∞. As a further check, we have unfolded our
reconstructed distributions with the Singular Value Decom-
position technique proposed in [24], also implemented in

RooUnfold, for various number of bins (from 6 to 12) and
various choices of the regulating parameter k (from 3 to 5).
Results are consistent with the iterative method and stable
under change of parameters. When run over 35.9 fb−1 of
simulated luminosity with the same kinematical cuts in [20],
our analysis produces statistical uncertainties at the unfolded
level that are compatible with those found by the CMS Col-
laboration.

In order to verify the robustness of our observable defi-
nition and reconstruction method against higher-order QCD
effects, we have generated 250 fb−1 of pp → t t̄ events at√
s = 13 TeV at Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) in QCD with

MadGraph5_aMC@NLO. Since NLO QCD corrections to
the Ci j matrix are known to be small [10], top spin correla-
tions and finite width effects have been taken into account
using MadSpin [25]. The test statistics, Eqs. (11), (12), and
(18), are then re-evaluated using the event reconstruction
algorithm cited above. Deviations in our region of interest
are seen at the percent level, meaning the algorithm is well–
behaved under the introduction of NLO QCD corrections,
and missing higher-order terms in our LO analysis are sub-
leading with respect to statistical uncertainty in realistic LHC
scenarios.

7 Results

As a first step, we consider the observation of entangle-
ment. The two signal regions of interest are i) at thresh-
old and ii) at large pT . We consider three different selec-
tions, characterised by different trade-offs between keep-
ing the largest possible statistics and maximising the cor-
relations. The three selections are shown explicitly in Fig.
5, with the “strong” selection being completely contained
in the “intermediate” selection, that in turn is contained
in the “weak” selection. Results are collected in Table 1,
together with an estimate of the cross section included in
each selection. When considering the LHC Run 2 luminos-
ity of 139 fb−1, the expected statistical significance for the

Table 1 Results for the entanglement markers in Eqs. (12) and (11) in
the two signal regions, for the selections explained in the text. For each
selection an estimate of the cross section at 13 TeV is also reported.

The quoted results are the average of several (5) independent simulated
experiments using 139 fb−1 of simulated luminosity (LHC Run 2) each.
Uncertainty is statistical only

Region Selection Cross section |Ckk + Crr | − Cnn Significance for > 1
Reconstructed [139 fb−1]

Weak 14 pb 1.31 ± 0.02 > 5 σ

Threshold Intermediate 12 pb 1.34 ± 0.02 > 5 σ

Strong 10 pb 1.38 ± 0.02 > 5 σ

Weak 1.9 pb 1.32 ± 0.06 5 σ

High-pT Intermediate 1.6 pb 1.36 ± 0.07 5 σ

Strong 0.9 pb 1.42 ± 0.10 4 σ
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Fig. 6 Selections in mtt̄ − θ plane for the observation of a violation of
the CHSH inequality

detection of entanglement is of order 5σ or more in both
signal regions.

The strategy to observe a violation of BIs is the same
as the one employed for entanglement. In this case, how-
ever, we only consider one signal region, corresponding to
events with mtt̄ of order TeV and θ close to π

2 , and move
directly to simulating experiments using 350 fb−1 of lumi-
nosity. We consider three selections, shown explicitly in Fig.
6, with the same “strong”/“intermediate”/“weak” hierarchy
as before. Assuming an average detector efficiency of 12%
in successfully reconstructing parton–level t t̄ events, con-
sistent with the results of our simulations, our three dif-
ferent selections should yield approximately 104, 5 · 103,
and 3 · 103 events respectively at the end of Run 3 of the
LHC, and a factor of ∼ 10 more after the High–Luminosity
Run.

Table 2 collects results for the fixed choice of axes of
Eq. (17). We find that the improvement given by the opti-
mization is not enough to overcome the increase in sys-
tematic uncertainty noted in Sect. 5, and the overall per-
formance of this method is worse than just using fixed
axes. Finally, Table 3 shows results for the hypothesis test

Table 3 Replica of Table 2, showing results for the statistical signifi-
cance of rejecting the “classical” hypothesis λ + λ′ = 1 from 3 ab−1

of simulated luminosity (HL-LHC)

High-pT λ + λ′ Significance for > 1
Selection Parton–level [3 ab−1]

Weak 1.12 1.9 σ

Intermediate 1.20 2.1 σ

Strong 1.30 1.3 σ

using λ + λ′. Figure 8 shows the distribution of λ + λ′ and
(λ + λ′)classical used for the hypothesis test with the weak
selection cuts. We find that LHC Run 2 + Run 3 statis-
tics are not sufficient for a conclusive measure. In order
to provide an estimate for the upcoming High–Luminosity
Run (HL-LHC), we estimate statistical uncertainties run-
ning all our analyses on 3 ab−1 of simulated luminosity.
Results are shown in Fig. 7. The statistical significance for
a violation of the CHSH inequality in Eq. (18) becomes of
order ∼ 2 σ , regardless of the specific strategy or observable
used.

8 Loopholes

When performing a Bell experiment the possible existence of
loopholes has to be assessed. First, Bell experiments require
outside intervention to choose freely, i.e. unknown to the
system itself, what to measure. This can be achieved, for
example, by mechanisms that randomly choose the orienta-
tions of the measurement axes. In the case of a t t̄ system,
no outside intervention is possible. However, one can argue
that a random choice of axes is realised by the direction
of the final state leptons in the top quark decays. Second,
the quantum measurements on the spin state of the t t̄ pair,
which take place when the top quarks decay leptonically,
happen at very short distances. This is in contrast with the
typical Bell experiment setup, which features macroscopic
distances, and relates events that are always casually dis-
connected. In the case of the t t̄ system, one can establish

Table 2 Results for the left-hand side of the CHSH inequality evaluated
on the fixed axes in Eq. (17) for different final state selections (details in
the text). For each selection an estimate of the cross section at 13 TeV is
reported. The quoted central values are the average of several (14) inde-

pendent simulated experiments using 350 fb−1 of simulated luminosity
each. Uncertainties are statistical only, coming from the unfolding of
350 fb−1 (LHC Run 2 + 3) and 3 ab−1 of simulated luminosity

High-pT CHSH on fixed axes,
√

2| − Crr + Cnn | Significance for > 2

Selection Cross section Parton–level Reconstructed [350 fb−1] Reconstructed [3 ab−1] [3 ab−1]

Weak 0.19 pb 2.10 2.12 ± 0.17 ±0.06 1.7 σ

Intermediate 0.10 pb 2.18 2.20 ± 0.30 ±0.10 1.8 σ

Strong 0.06 pb 2.25 2.30 ± 0.76 ±0.26 1.0 σ
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the casual independence of the decays only at the statisti-
cal level. In Fig. 9 we plot a Monte Carlo evaluation of the
probability of space-like separated decays as a function of
the pair invariant mass mtt̄ . Close to threshold, most of the
top pairs decay within each other’s light-cone, while more
than 90% of t t̄ pairs decay when they are space–like sepa-
rated for mtt̄ > 800 GeV. Third, even assuming b–tagging
and lepton identification were perfect, one can only observe
pp → 	− 	+ b b̄ + Emiss. In fact, top quarks might even
not be present in a given event. However, within our simu-
lations, we have verified that after reconstruction the large
majority of the events selected can be attributed to t t̄ pair
production. Fourth, only a small fraction of events is usable
for the analysis, and one has to assume the events that are
recorded provide an unbiased representation of the bulk.

Fig. 7 Representation of results of Table 2 in the Crr − Cnn plane.
Shaded band: region where CHSH inequality is violated. Ellipses: 1σ

contour estimations for the value ofCrr andCnn after the HL-LHC Run
for the three selections. Stronger cuts move the central value further into
the non–classical region, yet widen the uncertainties. It is expected [20]
that different entries of the C matrix have different statistical uncertain-
ties at the unfolded level, up to a relative factor of ∼ 2

Fig. 8 Distribution of λ + λ′ following from reconstructed events and
of (λ + λ′)classical used in the hypothesis test for λ + λ′ > 1, using the
weak selection cuts described in the text

Fig. 9 Fraction of t and t̄ decays that are space-like separated as a
function of mtt̄

9 Conclusions

We have presented new detailed studies for the detection
of entanglement and the violation of Bell inequalities using
spin-correlation observables in top quark pairs at the LHC.
The main motivation for such a measurement is the possibil-
ity of performing a first TeV–scale Bell experiment, opening
new prospects for high–energy precision tests of QM and
of the SM. We have identified a unique set of observables
that are sensitive to either the presence of entanglement or
to a violation of a CHSH inequality. Our results indicate
that the detection of entanglement will be straightforward,
in agreement with Ref. [2], and barring unexpected effects
from systematic uncertainties, the LHC Run 2 dataset should
be enough to reach a 5σ statistical significance.

On the other hand, assessing the violation of Bell inequal-
ities is much more challenging: sufficiently strong correla-
tions are found only for top quarks at very high-pT , thereby
drastically reducing the available statistics. By considering
only dileptonic final states and ignoring possibly relevant
systematic uncertainties, whose evaluation goes beyond the
scope of this study, we find the statistical significance for a
violation to be of order 2σ at the end of the High–Luminosity
Run. The need to compare with theoretical expectations at
unfolded level introduces a significant degradation of the
naively estimated sensitivity just based on the share statistics,
consistently with the current sensitivity of spin-correlations
measurements at the LHC.

The analysis strategy presented here is robust and can be
directly implemented by the experimental collaborations. As
a cross-check, we also directly employed the test statistics
proposed in Ref. [3] and obtained results which are consistent
with our own method.

Barring the obvious benefits of an increased collider
energy/luminosity, further studies to improve the prospects
could be envisaged. For example, one could consider whether
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the limited statistics could be improved by including final
states where only one top quark decays leptonically.
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